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Teenage Sit-In
Beach Bum teenagers staged a truck-in protesting too many bugs, not enough sun tan oil and refrigerators stocked with too much old bait. The protestors were captured by Bill Hanebury and transported where they were forced to eat pizza and lie in the sun under the watchful eye of Bill.

Calendar Mixup
Bill Hanebury, not realizing previous months of his calendar had fallen over January, went to the beach for a weekend of fishing. Upon arrival the ever alert Bill realized something was wrong.

Horseshoe Champions Crowned
This year’s horseshoe tournaments provided the usual thrills and excitement. The team of Valerie Fawber and Mary Swarth were crowned women’s division champions while Hal Swarth and Randy Frech swept the men’s division. Congratulations to all participants in this year’s tournament.

New Beach Bum
David Riese, shown with his prize catch, has been given official Beach Bum status.

We Want You, for next year’s tournament

Beach Bum Tournament Winners

The Winners...

This year’s tournament produced two new champions. Seventeen boats competed for the coveted Beach Bum crowns. This year’s weak fish title belongs to Gerry Fawber who boated a 2 lbs. 12 oz. trout. Jim Wickenheiser placed second with his 1 lb. 14 oz. catch. Flounder champion Jeff Fawber’s 2 lbs. 4 oz. flounder took first place while Kelly Falsicki placed second with her 1 lbs. 12 oz. flounder. Congratulations to all participants in this year’s tournament.

Preview of Future Award

Sissy Ewing waits patiently for the incoming tide while sunbathing on the Bowers Flats.

Jim O’Connor: Skunked Again
Fishing Season Opens

Fishing Tournament
Crab Fest 1990
The Sun and Fun of 1990